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Abstract 
We have previously proposed a “Zero-Knowledge” approach to nuclear warhead verification that 
avoids the need for an electronic information barrier, since sensitive information is never stored 
electronically. The basic concept is to use a Zero-Knowledge Protocol to make differential 
transmission radiographs and neutron emission measurements, comparing templates with objects 
presented for verification. An array of non-electronic neutron detectors are preloaded by the host 
with counts that complement those that will be accumulated during measurement. Here we focus 
on the system requirements for this approach, and particularly on the detector technology. We 
find that at least two detector technologies should be able to meet these requirements: 
superheated drop (“bubble”) detectors and neutron activation imaging. Bubble detectors will 
require a high density of small droplets to achieve the required total counts. An appropriate 
chemical formulation and good temperature control will be required for controlled energy 
selectivity. Magnetic resonance imaging or optical tomography may be used to count the dense 
array of bubbles produced. For transmission neutron activation imaging with 14 MeV neutrons, 
the 90Zr(n,2n)89Zr reaction has adequate efficiency and a convenient threshold of 12.1 MeV. It 
has a half-life of 3.27 days and emits a 909 keV γ. We have detected the presence of 95Zr from 
the 96Zr(n,2n)95Zr reaction, which will require a particular preloading procedure to preserve zero 
knowledge. We have begun to analyze the requirements for emission measurements. The 
115In(n,n’)115mIn reaction is well suited for detection of emitted neutrons from spontaneous and 
actively-driven fission. It has a half-life of 4.5 hours and emits a 336 keV γ. A ~250 keV neutron 
source would be attractive for discriminating between fissile and fissionable material in driven 
emission measurements. Such a source could be provided using the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction, which 
has a threshold at 1.88 MeV and a resonance near 2.25 MeV. !
1) Introduction 
We have proposed  a new Zero-Knowledge approach to nuclear warhead verification that avoids 1

the need for an electronic information barrier, since sensitive information is never stored 
electronically. The basic concept is to use a Zero-Knowledge Protocol to make differential 
transmission radiographs and neutron emission measurements, comparing templates with objects 
presented for verification. An array of non-electronic neutron detectors is preloaded by the host 
with counts that complement those that will be accumulated during measurement. The desired 
result of the transmission measurements added to the preloads can be chosen to equal a pre-
agreed number, Nmax, for example equal to the number of counts that would be observed in the 
absence of any object in the neutron flux (figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Configuration of 14 MeV DT neutron source, test object and transmission array. We plan to 
work with a “British Test Object” (BTO). (Side-located emission detectors are not shown.) 

!
Figure 2: Increasing sensitivity of transmission measurement with larger diversion and higher number of 
counts per detector. BTO viewed side-on. !
If the preload is provided with Poisson noise, even the noise in the final measurement will 
contain no information. Crucially, the inspector selects which array(s) of detectors will be placed 
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We propose to use 14-MeV neutrons from a deuterium-tritium neut-
ron generator9 to interrogate test items, allowing detailed transmission
profile measurements and also measurements of neutron intensities at
large angles due to elastic and inelastic scattering, fission and (n,2n)
reactions. The neutrons from the generator are collimated by 60 cm of
polyethylene and illuminate the inspected item (Fig. 2). An array of
neutron detectors placed at a distance of 50 cm behind the centre of
the item provides the transmission measurements. Additional detectors
(not shown) can be positioned with additional shielding at large angles
to the beam, that is, in the shadow of the collimator, to measure neutrons
emitted from the test item.

Test item
The test item used for this analysis is the unclassified ‘British Test
Object’ (BTO), which consists of concentric rings of polystyrene, tung-
sten (two rings with a combined mass of 7.74 kg), aluminium, graphite,
and steel. The BTO has an outer diameter of 18.9 cm and a height of
5 cm. This test object does not contain special or other nuclear materi-
als, but is used to develop and calibrate imaging systems for diagnostic
analysis of nuclear weapons10. (n,2n) reactions in the tungsten used in
this test object provide a reasonable approximation of induced fission
events expected for a nuclear warhead or warhead component. Neutron
multiplication in a real item would increase net neutron production
rate by some finite amount, but the effect is extremely small for trans-
mission measurements. Furthermore, the energy threshold (,10 MeV)
used for the transmission detectors renders them insensitive to fission
and (n,2n) neutrons. The BTO is placed in a container in order to avoid
revealing to the inspector the appearance or orientation of the inspected
item inside the container.

Detector array
To assess the viability of our proposed protocol, we work with a board
holding a hexagonal array of 367 detectors consisting of 21 rows of 17
or 18 detectors within an area of about 42 cm 3 42 cm. The assumed
area of each detector (pixel) is 2 cm2. By rotating the BTO, the board
can image it in any orientation.

In the analysis below, detectors are assumed to be sensitive to neut-
ron energies .10 MeV. Neutrons scattered from the walls of the room
are not included in the calculations, but preliminary studies indicate
that room return has at most a small impact when using 10-MeV-
threshold detectors, particularly if the room is specially prepared for
the inspection—for example, with borated polyethylene in front of
borated concrete walls.

Figure 3 illustrates typical results from a template and a valid item in
two different orientations; for reference purposes, the respective neutron
radiographs of the test items are shown, but these data are never mea-
sured in the inspection, since only preloaded detectors are used. As
expected, in the case of inspecting a valid item, detector counts are dis-
tributed consistent with a Poisson distribution with mean and variance
Nmax. In the following, only the more challenging side-view orientation of
the BTO is used for analyses of four representative diversion scenarios.

Diversion scenarios
To examine diversion scenarios, in which material is removed or replaced,
we need to define a decision rule to distinguish passed from failed tests.
For our present purposes, we use a very simple rule looking for stat-
istical outliers on predefined groups of pixels. If we denote individual
detector counts by the numbers X1,…, Xn, then we can define new
numbers Y1,…,Yk, where every Yj is the sum of a small number of the
Xis, divided by the expected standard deviation of Y for a match case
(that is, inspected item identical to template). We define the test to be
positive (that is, diversion detected) if there is at least one j with jYjj. T,
where T is a threshold chosen such that in the match case for every
j the probability that jYjj. T is at most pfp/k where pfp is our allowed
false positive rate. Concretely, in our setting, we examine k 5 295 non-
disjoint seven-pixel windows defined by a central detector and its six
nearest neighbours. In this case, to achieve a false positive rate pfp # 0.05,
the threshold can be computed numerically to be T 5 3.76 standard
deviations.

Sensitivity of the measurements to diversion scenarios increases
with Nmax and the associated improvements of counting statistics. We
therefore examine in the following a series of different diversion scen-
arios and a range of values for Nmax to determine system requirements
(Table 1). In the full-removal scenario, both tungsten rings are removed
from the BTO, which is easily detected even for very low detector counts.
Similarly, if lead is used to substitute both tungsten rings, the diversion is
clearly distinguishable even by simple visual inspection of the detector
board (Fig. 4, top). Our proposed statistical test identifies the diversion
in the full-substitution scenario with a probability of true positives, ptp,
of . 0.99, even for Nmax as low as 1,000 detector counts.

The local-removal and local-substitution scenarios are more chal-
lenging. In these cases, a 36u sector of the outer tungsten ring is removed
or replaced, which corresponds to a diversion of 543 g of tungsten con-
tained in the BTO. To achieve a detection probability of 95%, an Nmax of
5,000 is required in the case of the localized tungsten removal. When lead
is used to substitute for tungsten in the 36u sector, Nmax increases to
32,000 for the same detection probability.

Note that in these studies no use has been made of the emission
detectors at large angles. The more realistic case of substitution of 238U
for 235U in a nuclear weapon component results in a reduction by a
factor of about two in the induced fission rate due to 14-MeV neu-
trons. Substitution of reactor-grade for weapon-grade plutonium has
a small effect on the directly induced fission rate, but a large effect on
the spontaneous fission rate, which could be detected passively by op-
erating the side detectors in the absence of the neutron source. Thus
the calculations presented here are conservative.

We note that 5% of the items will be flagged as invalid by our pro-
posed test procedure due to the set 5% false positive rate, even in the case
where all items are valid. Retesting flagged items will rapidly determine
their validity. If a detection probability for invalid items of 95% is
deemed too low, either routine retesting or a greater Nmax can be imple-
mented to increase this value. The optimization of any retesting scen-
ario, and study of a wider range of host strategies for cheating, as well as
inspector strategies for analysing signal patterns to find such cheating,
will be the subject of future research.

Preloadable non-electronic detectors
Perhaps the most critical aspect of a viable implementation of the pro-
posed verification approach is the choice of the detector technology. The

Neutron
source

Neutron collimator
(polyethylene)

British Test Object
in container

Detector array
(367 bubble detectors)

Figure 2 | Experimental set-up with neutron source, neutron collimator,
British Test Object in container, and detector array. Large-angle detectors
are not shown. See main text for details.
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efficiency from another, which can be calibrated out, this efficiency must
not vary significantly between the preload and the measurement pro-
cesses. For example, it is important to maintain control over the tem-
perature of bubble detectors during irradiation. The DT neutron generator
must also be well controlled and measurable, so that there is no significant
variation in the shape of the neutron field produced nor in the total
number of neutrons emitted when irradiating items. An accurate neu-
tron flux monitor can be used to set the irradiation time, so perfect repro-
ducibility is not required in the rate of neutron production. We anticipate
that these requirements can be met, but the techniques to achieve the
necessary degree of control need to be demonstrated and validated.

The steps following a measurement should be relatively straight-
forward. Since the information contained in the detectors is in prin-
ciple unclassified, protocols can be devised that permit using both
host-provided and inspector-provided measurement tools. We anticip-
ate that, depending on the strength of the neutron source, the measure-
ments themselves could be completed within hours. Readout would be
very quick in the case of bubble detectors, but could take days in the case
of some activation detectors. This is not a major constraint, since read-
out could take place in parallel with other measurements and activities
at the site. The authentication process could be accelerated dramatically
if N warheads are processed simultaneously (including, for example,
M , N reference items). Typically, authentication of one warhead per
day can be considered a reasonable target, especially since dismantle-
ment of the warhead itself (including recovery of fissile material and
removal of classified features) would take much longer. Authentication
is therefore not a significant bottleneck in the process.

Developing a practical inspection system for nuclear warhead veri-
fication will be a major undertaking. Ideally, such a system should be
jointly developed by partners from weapon and perhaps also non-
weapon states. The successful UK–Norway Initiative has shown that
such collaborations are possible16. Similar efforts could be undertaken
for the system proposed here. They would help refine and demonstrate

to the satisfaction of all parties the robustness of the method in practical
situations, where systematic errors in measurements, small misalign-
ments, or variations in environmental conditions may pose additional
challenges that are difficult to anticipate with computer simulations.

More generally, we believe that our approach and techniques could
have other applications beyond the area of nuclear disarmament. Once
data are measured and converted to digital form, secure comparisons
and computations can be performed using many cryptographic tools17,18.
However, if the measurement device itself cannot be trusted, it is best
to ensure the data are never measured in the first place. This could be
the case not just for state secrets, but also for personal data, such as bio-
metric data or results of medical tests. For example, following earlier
versions of the present work, it was proposed19 that similar ideas could
be used to compare DNA found in a crime scene with a suspect’s DNA
without actually measuring the latter and creating a DNA profile. Ex-
ploring other such applications is an exciting future direction of research
on zero-knowledge proofs.

Conclusion
Authenticating nuclear warheads without revealing classified informa-
tion represents a qualitatively new challenge for international arms-
control inspection. Here we have shown an example of a zero-knowledge
protocol based on non-electronic differential measurements of trans-
mitted and emitted neutrons that can detect small diversions of heavy
metal from a representative test object. This technique will reveal no
information about the composition or design of nuclear weapons when
only true warheads are submitted for authentication, and so does not
require an engineered information barrier. The zero-knowledge approach
has the potential to remove a major technical obstacle for verifying deep
cuts in the nuclear arsenals, which will probably require verification of
individual warheads, rather than whole delivery systems. Timely demon-
stration of the viability of such an approach could be critical for future
rounds of arms-control negotiations.
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Figure 4 | Results of MCNP5
simulations for two notional
diversion scenarios. a, Full
substitution: tungsten rings in the
British Test Object (BTO) are
replaced by lead rings. b, Local
removal: a 36u sector of the outer
tungsten ring (mass 543 g) is
removed. Inspection of invalid items
results in anomalies of the detector
counts that become more
pronounced with increasing Nmax.
Shades of grey and colours indicate
differences from the selected values
of Nmax 5 2,000, 5,000 and 10,000
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panels respectively) scaled to
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behind the template(s) and which behind which test object(s), so a dishonest host cannot 
successfully cheat by preloading arrays with the complements of invalid objects.  
 In the case of a mismatch between the object and its preloaded array, the counts will vary 
from Nmax, but this variation will potentially be lost in statistical noise unless sufficient counts are 
accumulated (figure 2). For one diversion scenario considered in (1) we found that 32,000 counts 
per detector were required to achieve false positive and false negative rates of 5% each. This was 
with a relatively small diversion, a 36o sector of tungsten was replaced with lead in the BTO. 
There was also no optimization of the test for non-Poisson results, and no use of emission 
detectors. Nonetheless, this gives a qualitative sense that the total counts, Nmax (= preload + 
transmission image) that may need to be accumulated are in the range of five thousand to tens of 
thousands. Since it will be a major challenge to reduce systematic variations in reproducibility 
substantially below 1%, this may also be an upper limit on the practical accuracy of the 
measurement. !
2) System Requirements 
There are a number of requirements on the non-electronic neutron detectors that can be used for 
this application. Transmission detectors located behind the test object (figure 1) are used to 
perform Zero-Knowledge differential neutron radiography, while emission detectors, located to 
the sides of the test object, are used for Zero-Knowledge differential measurement of both 
spontaneous and driven fission neutron production, without any attempt at imaging. !
• Transmission detectors must be capable of preloading with 5 – 10’s of thousands of counts 

• The preload must persist for at least hours or days 
• The preload must be undetectable by the inspector 
• Preloaded counts must be indistinguishable from counts accumulated during 

irradiation of templates and test objects 
• Transmission detectors should be insensitive to spurious signals 

• Energy threshold ~ 10 MeV is required to minimize effects of room-return neutrons 
• Detectors should be insensitive to γ’s to avoid fogging 

• Transmission detectors should have good efficiency for neutron detection 
• For our geometry, 0.25% absolute efficiency corresponds to ~20,000 counts/hr for a 

14 MeV DT neutron generator producing 3 108 n/sec 
• Emission detectors should be capable of preloading with counts up to thousands, since they 

can be ganged together, as imaging capability is not required. 
• Other preloading requirements are the same as for transmission detectors 

• Emission detectors should be insensitive to spurious signals 
• ~ 500 keV threshold and local shielding to minimize effects of thermal and room-

return neutrons 
• Detectors should be insensitive to γ’s 

• Emission detectors should have good efficiency for neutron detection 
• More work is needed to determine the required sensitivity for both spontaneous and 

driven neutron emission. !
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For any detectors, systematic measurement errors must be very well understood, such that while 
one detector may be characterized by a different efficiency than another, which can be calibrated 
out, this efficiency must not vary between the preload and the measurement processes. !
There are also a number of requirements on the neutron generators that are used for irradiation. !
• 14 MeV is a desirable energy for transmission measurements, since it is highly penetrating 

and essentially no fission neutrons are produced at this energy range. 
• Total n/sec should equal or exceed 3 108/sec 
• Total neutron flux should be highly reproducible 
• Neutron source spot size and shape should be highly reproducible 
• Overall neutron field should be highly reproducible 

• ~ 250 keV is a desirable energy for driving fission for emission measurements, since it would 
provide good penetration and strong discrimination between fissile and fissionable materials 

• More work is needed to determine the required neutron production rate 
• Total neutron flux should be highly reproducible 
• Requirements on neutron field may be relaxed compared with 14 MeV neutrons !

Finally, there are requirements on the room and the “rigging” for the tests. !
• Neutron scattering in the room should be minimized and reproducible – including in the 

sense that results must be replicable in multiple locations 
• This suggests the use of borated polyethylene wall cover 

• The room should be very well temperature controlled 
• All systems, but in particular bubble detectors, are temperature sensitive 

• Alignment of the neutron source, collimators, test object and detectors must be precise 
• In order to avoid shadows in differential transmission measurements, alignment must 

be much more precise than detector dimensions !
3) Superheated drop “bubble” detectors 
In superheated emulsions, neutron recoil particles trigger the formation of macroscopically 
observable bubbles from microscopic droplets that are dispersed in an inert matrix . These 2

detectors can be configured to have essentially any desired energy threshold from 10 keV to 10 
MeV (Figure 3). However the energy threshold of the bubble detectors is sensitive to ambient 
temperature, so for precise control of their detection efficiency good temperature control will be 
required. Bubble detectors can easily be configured to be insensitive to γ’s (figure 4). 
 Commercially available, polymer-based bubble detectors are limited to a maximum 
bubble count of the order of a few hundred bubbles, beyond which camera-based imaging 
techniques cannot resolve bubbles individually. By contrast, superheated drop detectors produced 
with an aqueous gel can be used up to much higher bubble counts. Either optical tomography or 
magnetic resonance imaging allow the counting of bubbles hidden in the depth of the fluid ,  3 4

(figure 4). If the highest Nmax is desired, multiple detectors can be exposed in series. It would also 
be straightforward to pull back the detectors from the configuration shown in figure 1, such that 
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the volume of each detector would grow for the same coverage of solid angle, increasing its 
bubble capacity. 

Figure 3: Fluence response of various superheated emulsions vs. temperature2 at 25C, 30C, 35C and 40C 
(higher temperature gives lower energy threshold). Fluence response = bubbles/(n/cm2). This parameter is 
dependent on detector geometry.  
  

Figure 4: CT scan of detector exposed to 1 Gy of 6 MeV γ rays (left). CT scan of same detector exposed 
to 2.5 mSv of AmBe neutrons (right). !
 Commercial bubble detectors exhibit visible increase in bubble size over even short 
periods of time ~24h. By the proper choice of a compliant matrix visible growth of bubbles can 
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be eliminated. In order to assure the Zero-Knowledge feature of this technique, it will be 
necessary to perform further research to demonstrate that information about bubbles that will be 
measured and stored electronically in the bubble counting process will reveal no information 
about bubble age, through subtle effects. The bubble detectors themselves can be verifiably 
destroyed after they have been read out. 
 Net detection efficiency greater than 1% can be easily achieved. The emulsions can be 
contained in opaque containers so that a preload is not visible to the inspector. !
4) Neutron activation imaging 
An alternative approach for 14 MeV neutron imaging is to deploy an array of activation “slugs”, 
such as short cylinders made of zirconium  at the image plane. 90Zr has a neutron activation 5

threshold of 12.1 MeV through an (n,2n) reaction, providing excellent discrimination against 
room return. The resulting 89Zr has a half-life of 3.27 days, which must be taken into account to 
determine the required level of preloading. Counting the γ-rays from 89Zr decay in high-purity 
germanium well detectors is estimated to give an absolute detection efficiency of about 0.24% 
for 14 MeV neutrons impinging on the front surface of the detectors. For 3 cm long cylinders, 
with diameter of 1.6 cm, this would provide an Nmax in the range of 20,000 per hour, for a 
commercially available DT neutron generator producing 3 108 n/sec  at a distance of 1.5m. 6

!
Figure 5. HPGe γ spectrum from Zr slug exposed close to 14 MeV neutron source. Total counts above 
background in uniquely identified 89Zr lines = 1.27 105. Total counts above background in 95Zr lines = 
1.32 103. Exposure time ~ 2.5 days, measurement time ~ 18 hours. !
 We have found that a small signal associated with 95Zr arising from the 96Zr(n,2n)95Zr 
reaction is visible in the spectrum of a Zr slug exposed to 14 MeV neutrons, at about 1% of the 
activity level of 89Zr (figure 5). 90Zr is 51% of natural zirconium, while 96Zr is 2.8%.  Since the 
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64 day half-life of 95Zr is much longer than the 3.27 day half-life of 89Zr, one could be concerned 
that the 95Zr signal could serve as an indicator for the amount of preloaded 89Zr, if the inspector 
can estimate the time of preloading. However this can be avoided: the host and inspector can 
agree in advance to accept a preload with sufficient 95Zr that it would provide, for example, twice 
the 95Zr counts that would be expected to correlate with Nmax 89Zr counts accumulated during 
irradiation. This can be accomplished by over-exposing the activation slug by a factor of ~2 and 
then allowing the 89Zr to decay to its originally desired initial value over ~3.3 days, while the 
95Zr decays much less to its new desired initial value. 
 In order to minimize the complexity associated with small features, we have begun to 
investigate activation using mono-nuclidic elements. In particular we find the reaction of mono-
nuclidic niobium, 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb (10.15d half-life, 934 keV γ, Eth = 9 MeV) reaction to be 
interesting . The reaction 93Nb(n,n’)93mNb is competitive, but the half-life of 93mNb is 16.1 years, 7

so its signal level should be negligible. Nb is calculated to provide ~ 2x greater absolute 
efficiency than Zr, compensating for the inconvenience of its greater half life. 
 The 115In(n,n’)115mIn reaction is well suited for detection of emission of neutrons due to 
spontaneous and actively-driven fission, using detectors located to the sides of the test object. It 
has a threshold of about 350 keV with reduced sensitivity in the range of 14 MeV. It has a half-
life of 4.49 hours and emits a 336 keV γ. The parallel reaction in 113In (a 4.3% component of 
indium), 113In(n,n’)113m, has a half-life of 1.66 hours and emits a 392 keV γ. The procedure 
described above for Zr slugs could be used in this case as well. However, because of its larger 
cross-section at low energy (figure 6) , 113In may also be able to be “overcharged” into 113mIn 8

using low energy neutrons to compensate for its shorter decay time. The same neutron generator 
that could provide these neutrons would also be an appropriate probe beam to stimulate fission in 
fissile, but not fissionable, isotopes providing a sensitive test for substitution of such materials. 
(See section 5.) 

!
Figure 6. 115In and 113In neutron excitation cross-sections. (Graphics by JANIS, OECD-NEA) 
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 It will be important to ensure that unshielded, preloaded activation slugs are not in the 
presence of γ-ray detectors before their final exposure, in order to avoid providing the inspector 
with any information about the preloads. Note that neutron activation imaging requires a large 
bank of γ detectors for each measurement “rig”, and has certain intrinsic time constraints, since 
the preloads must be prepared with a specific time of use in mind. Thus this detector technology 
may not lend itself well to large-scale parallel testing such as envisioned by Kutt et al. , 9

particularly if many preloads must be committed in parallel for use at different times. !
5) Neutron generators (14 MeV and ~ 250 keV) 
 We find that a commercial 14 MeV DT neutron generator6 which can produce 3 108 n/sec 
is quite compact and should be adequate for our experiments. However research will be required 
to determine the best means to achieve reproducibility of the total fluence, neutron field and 
originating spot size, as discussed in section 2. 
 It is interesting to consider the possibility of using ~ 250 keV neutrons to drive fission in 
test objects. Bubble detector energy thresholds can be set above this value, while still being 
sensitive to fission neutrons. Indium activation detectors can perform similar discrimination. 
What could be ground-breaking about this approach is that neutrons at this energy are quite 
penetrating, and at the same time are greatly more effective at driving fission in fissile than in 
fertile material (figure 7). The most efficient means to generate neutrons in this energy range is 
by the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction. This reaction has a threshold at 1.88 MeV and a resonance at about 
2.25 MeV. If 2.3 MeV protons are directed at a thick lithium target , the maximum energy 10

neutron that can be produced is 573.1 keV and the mean neutron energy is 233.1 keV. 5.78 1011 
neutrons are produced per mC of beam. The neutrons are somewhat forward directed, with mean 
angle 66.3o.  

!
Figure 7: Fission cross-sections vs. energy in the low energy region, illustrating that ~ 250 keV neutrons 
are very sensitive to fissile vs. fertile materials. (Graphics by JANIS, OECD-NEA) !
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We are examining a number of options to produce 2.3 MeV protons including radio frequency 
quadrupoles, tandem electrostatic accelerators and small cyclotrons. Since work is only starting 
on examining means to measure spontaneous fission (which should be very sensitive to Pu-240) 
and to measure driven fission, the precise specifications for detectors and neutron sources are 
still being developed. !
6) Room design 
Room return neutrons may play a role in both transmission and emission measurements. While 
some room return is acceptable, it should not “fog” the transmission measurements making them 
insensitive to signal from the test object, nor should it direct too much probe beam into emission 
detectors. In general, it should not affect either transmission or emission measurements in an 
irreproducible manner. 
 It is not clear that load-bearing construction materials can be fully reproduced from one 
location to another, but it is clear that the host and inspector must have functionally identical 
systems – including the full neutron-reflecting environment. It seems attractive therefore to cover 
the walls of the test chamber with borated polyethylene to a depth that is sufficient to reduce any 
sensitivity to the underlying construction materials to low levels. Polyethylene itself should not 
vary in moisture content like construction materials. To understand the depth of coverage that 
may be required, we have calculated the reflection of 14 MeV neutrons from a borated concrete 
wall, covered with differing depths of borated polyethylene (Table 1). 

Table 1: Fraction of incident 13.7 MeV neutrons reflected from a borated concrete wall, shielded with 
varying thicknesses of 5%-borated polyethylene, above threshold energies of 1 MeV and 10 MeV. !
As the borated polyethylene sheeting approaches 8” depth, “memory” of the underlying borated 
concrete wall is lost. Polyethylene is quite flammable, so special precautions will be needed in a 
room lined with this material, but this appears to be a viable first step toward providing a 
reproducible environment. Tests will required to demonstrate this. !!!
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7) Conclusions 
Progress is being made in a number of areas towards defining the practical requirements for a 
Zero-Knowledge Protocol warhead verification system: neutron transmission detectors, neutron 
emission detectors, neutron generators both 14 MeV and ~250 keV, and environmental 
conditions. Bubble detectors will need to be improved compared to those that are commercially 
available, but they have high potential for this application. They bring with them necessity for 
precise temperature control. Neutron activation imaging is affected for this application by 
reactions that are present with decay times that differ from the reaction of interest. Good 
solutions appear available for both transmission and emission detectors, although more analysis 
and measurements will be required. An intriguing idea is being developed to use a ~250 keV 
neutron probe beam to discriminate between fissile and fissionable material. This has the further 
advantage that threshold neutron detectors can distinguish well between the probe neutrons and 
fission neutrons. Finally, we are making progress towards specifying the appropriate room 
environment to support the required reproducibility of results. !
——————————————————————————————————————— 
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